Jichihan' s biograpmes hardly seem to justify these praises. Several newly discovered texts and a more extensive use of various historical sources, however, should make it possible to provide us with a m u c h more accurate a n d complete picture of Jichihan' s contribution to the restoration a n d innovation of Buddhist practice.
ances have been recorded， it remains rather obscure what contempo raries thought of the late Heian monk Jichihan 実IS (ca. 1089-1144) / founder of the Nakanokawa temple 中川寺 and of the branch in the Shingon school that bears the same name. The fact that he never held a position or importance in the clerical hierarchy, that his biographies are extremely succinct, and that quite a few of the works attributed to him seem to have been lost, not only creates the impression that much of his thought was opaque, but also inclines one to trunk that it was mediocre.
A fair number of renowned monks from the Kamakura period (丄 185-1333)， whose religious background varied considerably, however, convey an entirely different imaee. The Ge nkd shakusho 儿 予 釋 書 (p. A more recent appraisal of Jichihan comes from Kuroda Toshio. In his much acclaimed works on medieval Japanese religion， Kuroda areues that, contrary to the prevailing view, medieval religious life was not dominated by the ideologies of the newly founded Kamakura schools, which he characterized as marginal and heterodox currents (itan-ha 異端派)， but by the ideological system of the already existing Nara and Heian schools. As a whole he calls this the exoteric-esoteric system (kenmitsu taisei 顕密体制） ， which he designates as the orthodox movement (seitd-ha 正統派） . In between these two groups, he distin guishes a group of reformers whose ideas and activities did not cross the boundaries of orthodox thought (kaikaku-ha 改革派、 . Kuroda con siders Jichihan, on account of the efforts he made to restore the observance of the traditional precepts (kaintsu fukko W , as one of the earliest representatives of this reformist group (1994， Dp. 212， 243).
Nevertheless, sobriquets like "restorer of the traditional precepts" and "patriarch of Japanese Pure Land Buddhism" require further explanation. As for the first sobriquet, until recently only two of Jichi han^ works were known in which he described the initiation in the Buddhist precepts: the Todaiji kaidan-in jukai shiki 東大寺戒壇院受戒式 (T. 74，no. 2350; hereafter Todaiji shiki) and the Shukke jukaihd 出家 受 戒 法 (NDKS 3，no. 316). since these works are manuals in which Jichihan mainly relied on commentaries of former times, they hardly tell us anything about his own kaintsu thought. There is a rather miraculous tale in most of Jichihan5 s biographies about his initiation in and subsequent propagation of the traditional precepts, but the credibility of the tale has been doubted by modern scholars (Oya 1928a, p. 236 ). This lack of substantial sources compels us to question whether the claim of Jichihan being the "restorer of the traditional precepts" can be justified. Besides, one could also wonder if the miraculous tale in Jichihan's biosxapnies really should be dismissed as a complete fabrication. Through an analysis of the postscript to the Todaiji shiki, a review or the Jubosatsukaihd 受菩薩戒法 and the Fusatsu y d m o n 布 薩要文，two newly published manuscripts on the precepts (Kodera 1978，1979)， as well as an examination of several related his torical sources, I hope to shed some light on these problems.
The lack in quantity of materials has made it difficult to determine on what grounds Jichihan could have been considered "a patriarch of Japanese Pure Land Buddhism." One of the first Japanese catalogues that enumerated the scriptures, commentaries, and annotations on 浄土依憑経論章疏目録（ DBZ-SGZ 96，no. 907)， which was compiled by the Jodo priest Chosai 長 西 (1184-1266). In this catalogue, six titles are attributed to Jichihan (pp. 143-50)， but only one of these seems to be still extant: the Bydchu shugyoki 病中修行記. In this work Jichihan explains how one's final moments should be used to secure rebirth in a Pure Land, but the alleged ambiguities in the way he expressed himself or in the doctrinal points of view he took, have contributed to a vari ety of opinions among modern scholars about whether ms Pure Land thought belonged to the Tendai or Shineon tradition, and whether the B y dchu shugyoki contained any innovative elements. Fortunately, two of Jic h ih an 's Pure Land works have been rediscovered (Sato 195b，1965，1972)， while fragments of two previously unknown works are quoted in the writings of several Shingon and Jodo priests. This extension of textual sources provides the opportunity to sketch a clearer picture of the development of Jichihan's Pure Land thought and to find an explanation for the reason why he was called "a patri arch of Japanese Pure Land Buddhism."
Jichihan， s Personal Background a n d Training
Although none of Jichihan s biograpmes, nor any other source, men tions the year in which he was born， it is possible to make a fairly accu rate guess. The Genkd shakusho informs us that Jichihan was the fourth child of Councillor Fujiwara no Akizane 藤 原 顯 実 （ 1049-1110). The
Sonpi b u n m y a k u 尊 卑 分 脈 (Compilation of genealogies) confirms that
Akizane had six sons， of which the fourth one was Jichihan (p. 12). Ih e third son, Sojitsu ネ 目 実 ， was a Tendai scholar monk who, at the age of 78， passed away in 1165， which implies that he was born in 1088. Because there is no indication whatsoever that Sojitsu and Jichihan were twins, nor that they were born from a different mother, Jichihan must have been born after 1088， probably the following year or the one thereafter (Sato 1965， p. 23 ). This would fit the date of his first known public performance. In the first month of 1110, Jichihan par ticipated as an assistant in the Goshichinichi no mishuho 後七日 f卸彳參、 法 ， a yearly ceremony at the imperial palace that was held for the health or the emperor and peace of the country (Kakuzensho 寬禅多少， Tennin 3/1/8). Jichihan's task as Protector of the Relics (sみ •舎利守） was of minor importance and one befitting a twenty-year-old priest (Kushida 1975, p. 117) .
Jichihan first entered Kofuku-ji 興ネ&守， where he was instructed in the teachings of the Hosso school. Ih e Genkd shakusho mentions that his first teacher was the Shingon priest Genkaku 敝 覚 (1056-1121) of Daieo-ji酉是醐寺， from whom he received the abhiseka initiation (denbo B u ijn s te rs ： Jichihan 43 k a n j d i^i ' M M ) in 1116. The sequence of first studying in Kofuku-ji fol lowed by this abhiseka initiation, however, is incomplete. This is sus tained by the fact that some four years before, Jichihan had founded the Nakanokawa temple, which implies that in 丄 丄 16 he already must have been an initiated Shingon priest. Jichihan's abhiseka initiation is also recorded in the Kechimyaku ruijuki 血脈類集g己(Record of method ologically classified transmissions of the teaching), in which it is con firmed that at that time Jichihan already was an initiated disciple of Kyoshin 教 真 （ ?-1126?)， a resident of Komyo-ji 光 明 寺 （ p. 102). Tnere is no substantial Drool that Kyoshin influenced Jicnihan5 s ideas either on the Buddhist precepts or on Amida and the Pure L a n d .1 he only indication that could point in the direction of the former is that Kyoshin, too, was apparently involved in the study of the Buddhist rules of conduct. He wrote an abbreviated manual on the initiation in the bodhisattva-precepts (Jubosatsukai り < 2灸认授菩薩戒略作法） ， which still survives m a single manuscript (Ishiyamadera 1991， p. 450). Tichihan wrote about the bodhisattva-precepts as well, but a possible rela tion between their ideas remains uncertain, because the contents of Kyoshin5 s manual are as yet unknown.
More proof or influence can be found in the case of Jichihan's other Shingon teacher, genkaku. Some or the details of Jichihan's esoteric Pure Land thought were recorded by the Shingon priest initially， the samt Jichinan was someone of the Hosso scnool. Afterwards he relied on Shingon. At the occasion of his initia tion in the fundamental mudra and mantra of Amida, he learned the oral transmission that [Amida， s] mudra arouses the Buddha-natured lotus mind m one， s state of illusions and defilements that cause the perpetual cycle of rebirth and death. Paith was engraved in his inmost heart and overwhelm ing joy remained in his body. Finally, he took Genkaku of the Kajuji as his teacher and he mastered a deep knowledge of the esoteric teaching.
(T. 79.308c)
Even if this initiation meant the awakening of Jic h ih a n 's faith in Amida, wmch， as we will see, is dubious, tms description still lacks details about its doctrinal contents. years old (Jotoku 2/8/27). This implies that when Jichihan received his initiation from Genkaku in 1116，Myoken would have been 91 years old. Although neither the year that Jichihan went to Yokawa， nor the year that Myoken passed away, have been recorded， it is rather implausible that Jichihan only started his study with Myoken when the latter would have been 91 years old. It is therefore safe to assume that Jichihan's initiation in Amida， s fundamental mudra and mantra was preceded by his study of Tendai Pure Land doctrines with Myoken.
Altogether, three priests-Kyoshin, Myoken, and Genkaku-have been designated as Jichihan's teachers.5 O f these three, only Kyoshin was engaged in the study of the precepts. The contents of his only known work on this subject are as yet unknown, but the fact that both he and Jichihan wrote about the bodhisattva-precepts suggests a possible influence of the former on the latter. O n the other hand, although Jichihan5 s biographies are mainly preoccupied with his involvement in the Buddhist precepts, they do not include one single word on Kyoshin.
There are strong indications that, through Myoken^ tutelage, Jichi han^ Pure Land thought was initially influenced by Tendai Pure Land doctrines. O f the six works that are listed in Ch6sai5 s catalogue, five seem to be related to the Pure Land thought of Hieizan. Only the Bydchu shugyoki shows a development towards new ideas. Almost two decades before he wrote this work, Genkaku instructed him in the esoteric meaning of Amida.
Prosperity a n d Decay of the Traditional Precepts
After several failed attempts, the Chinese priest Chien-chen 鑑 真 (Jpn. Ganjm 687-763) finally reached Japan in 754， where he founded the Japanese Ritsu school. The ideology of this school sets forth the monastic rules in four divisions {shibunritsu 四分律) and is based on the premise that the observance of the sanjujokai 三聚i争 取 (the three ideals of a bodhisattva: keeping the precepts, practicing virtuous deeds， and displaying mercy to all sentient beings) forms the seed for the realization of Buddhahood. Ganjin erected the first ordination 5 Scholars have argued that either Hanjun 範俊 of Mandara-ji 曼 茶 羅 寺 （ 1038-1112) or Hogen 芳源 of Ninna-ji 仁 和 寺 （ fl. 1096) could have been one of Jichihan's teachers (Sato 1972， p. 59; O ta n i 1966, p. 55; Kushida 1975, p. 123-26) . There is no substantial evidence at all, however, to support these opinions. As Kushida has pointed out, Hanjun was already too ill in 丄 102 to perform the initiation of Genkaku. Besides, the Kakuzensho remarks that at the time of the Goshichinichi no mishuho in 丄 丄 10, H anjun was replaced by Genkaku as master of the ceremony because of the former's indisposition. There is a chart of transmissions of the teaching in which Jichihan is referred to as a disciple of Hogen (Nakano 1934, p. 288), but records that could support this alleged relationship are not available. B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 47 platform at Todai-ji 東大寺 and some time thereafter he was assigned to Toshodai-]i唐招す是守， which had been built for the study of the Bud dhist precepts.
These precepts consist of kai 戒 (Skt. sila) , which denote the rules for the prevention of evil deeds by one's body, speech, and mind; and of ritsu 律 (Skt. vinaya), which comprise the commandments for the restraint of all passions that delude one's mind. Together they form the stipulations that a fully-fledsred male or female member of the
) must observe. The number of kai and ritsu differed depending on whether one was a layman, a novice, or fully ordained, but a biku had to observe 250 command ments, while for a bikuni there were even 348 rules of conduct. Full ordination in the precepts (gusokukai 具足戒) had to be officiated by three Masters of the Precepts and witnessed by seven others (sa n s m shichisho三師七証） .
After Ganjin， s demise, the kaintsu tradition was carried on by Hoshin 法 進 （ 709-778)， Nyoho 如 法 （ ?-815)， and Buan 豊 安 （ ?-840)， but from the beginning of the Heian period onwards, the study of the precepts, and the ordination ceremony that went with it, gradually started to decline. A major reason for this development was the propagation of a different set of precepts by the founder of the Japanese Tenaai school, Saicho 取? 登 (767-822). This new set consisted of only 58 command ments, and it is easy to imagine that it was much more attractive to abide by a lesser number of rules. Saicho asked the court's permission to build an independent ordination platform, which caused a heated debate between Enryaku-ji延)替守 and the Nara schools. Some of the details of this debate will be discussed in the tmrd section of this essay. Finally, the court decided to erant Saicho5 s request and the construc tion of the new ordination platform started shortly after his demise. In both works, Gyonen leaves no doubt that it was because of Jichi han^ efforts that this ongoing deterioration came to a halt. The various biographies of Jichihan contain two narratives, interrupted by a short interlude, in which his involvement in the restoration of the tradition al precepts is described. In chronological order, these biographies tell the following story:
Jichihan was already studying the Hosso, shingon, and Tendai teachings, but he lamented the fact that he was not able to find a Mas ter of the Precepts who could initiate him in the monastic rules. In the year 1109 ( Toshodai-ji engi nukigaki ryakushu 唐招提寺縁起抜書略集， p. 106b) or 1111 {Shodai senzai denki, p. 275a), he went to the Kasuga 春曰 Shrine to pray for an oracle. O n the night of the seventh day he had an auspicious dream in which he saw pure water flowing through a brass pipe that led from Toshodai-ji to Nakanokawa. W hen he awoke, he thought the dream was a good omen. The next day he left for Toshodai-ji, but when he arrived he saw that its buildings were ruinous and uninhabited. Part of the temple compounds had been turned into cultivated fields and one low-ranking m onk who had remained was plowing them. When Jichihan asked him if there were not any btnu in the temple，the anonymous m onk answered that, although he had not fully mastered them, the Preceptor Kaiko 戒光 once instructed him in the fundamental scriptures on the precepts.6 1 hereupon they went into Ganjm 5 s commemoration hall and at his request, Jichihan was ordained in the precepts. Afterwards, Jichihan went back to the Nakanokawa temple, where he started to lecture on the kaintsu and performed the ordination ceremony. As a result, the study of the precepts beeran to flourish again (Genkd shakusho, p. 135b).
When the building-of the Joshin-in 成身院，the main hall of the Nakanokawa temple, was finished, Jichihan went back to Toshodai-]i in the year 111b and he asked the court's permission to make repairs. In the third month of the following-year, thirty-eight monks, among them Gyoson 1 了尊 and Kakugyo 覚行， were oraamed in the bodhisattva precepts at the Todai-ji ordination platform (Toshodaiji engi nukigaki ryakushu, p. 106b; Shodai senzai denki, p. 24dcj .
In the third year of Hoan 保 安 （ 1122)， during the Eight Lectures on the Lotus Sutra (Hokke hakko 法華八講）in the Kasuea Shrine, scholar monks were discussing the situation of the kaintsu study. They con cluded that this study, traditionally a specialty of the assistant monks 50 Japanese Journal of Religious Studies 26/1-2 (doshu 堂衆) who resided in the main halls of Kofuku-ji and Todai-ji, had decayed and that for that reason the ordination at the Todai-ji platform had virtually come to a halt. They ventured the opinion that if a learned priest would be willing to study the tenets of the Ritsu school, the teaching of the precepts and the ordination of biku could become prosperous aeain. When the assistant monk Gonzai 斤 欠 西 of the Western Hall of Kofuku-ji heard of this he decided that, because he knew of such a learned priest， he would pay a visit to Jichihan of the Nakanokawa temple. There he pleaded for his help to restore the study of the precepts. Jichihan complied with his request and m the eighth month of that year he wrote a manual on the ordination in the precepts (the Todaiji shiki). Afterwards 
Fact a n d Fiction in Jichinan， s Biographies
The story of Jichihan's visit to Toshodai-ji and his subsequent ordina tion in the old kairitsu tradition by an anonymous monk is， in spite of its being recorded in his oldest biography, generally considered as fictional (O ya 1928a, p. 236). In fact, the history of the Ritsu school between the demise of the Ritsu priest Buan in 840 and Jichihan's time, seems like the proverbial terra incognita. It is not surprising, then, that not one single substantial fact can be found about the anonymous monk, or the Preceptor Kaiko, or their immediate prede cessors. Still, this does not mean that this part of Jichihan's biography should be dismissed as pure nonsense. It can be argued on three points that it is very likely that Jichihan indeed visited Toshodai-ji m 1109 or 1111 to study the precepts.
The first point concerns the situation of Toshodai-ji at that time.
One of the main arguments against the story in the G enkd shakusho and similar biographies has been that, if Toshoaai-ji was in such a ruinous state, uninhabited and its grounds partly turned into rice B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 51 fields, the presence of a priest who could teach and ordain Jichihan in the precepts would be very unlikely. Another interpretation, however, is also possible. The description of Toshodai-ji and Gyonen^ account of the situation of the Ritsu school during the latter part of the Heian period could easily have been exaggerated in order to make the con trast with Jichihan5 s laudatory efforts even more outstanding. Presum ably, the situation of Toshodai-ji had not deteriorated to the extent as suggested, nor did the place lack residents. Several sources support this argument. The H o n c h o sパ 如 •本 草 月 世 系 己 mentions that the annual lec ture on the Ninndgyd 仁王経 for the year 1099， which was intended as a prayer to end the turmoil m the country, was to be performed m twelve shrines and twelve temples. Among the names or the respective shrines and temples listed is Toshodai-ji (p. 304). A certain Oe no Chikamichi 大江親通 made pilgrimages to the seven great monasteries or Nara both in 1106 and in 1140， of which he kept a personal record:
the Shichidaiji junrei shiki 七大守巡ネし私言己. One of his travels led him to Toshodai-ji, and he described its various temple halls and Buddhist If this sequence can be believed, Jichihan visited Toshodai-ji for the first time in either 1109 or 丄 丄 11.Ih e n he had the Josmn-in built, after wmch he went back to Toshodai-ji in 1116. The next question is, of course, when the Joshin-in, the main hall of the Nakanokawa temple, 7
In addition, there is also a tale in the Konjaku m o n o g a t a r i s h u (part 16， tale no. 39), which relates about the theft of a Kannon statue of Toshodai-ji. I h e Konjaku monogatarishu was written shortly after 1106, but this tale cannot be dated. was built. Unfortunately, documents about the financing of this tem ple hall or the court's permission to build it have not been preserved. The answer, however, can be found in a manuscript with the title S h u n k a shugetsu shoso 春華秋月抄、 草 . In this work, which was written by the high priest Sosho 宗 性 (1202-1278) of Todai-ji, one chapter is dedi cated to the commemoration of Jichihan:
In the third year of Ten， ei (^1112), the saint Hongan (Jichi han) was impressed by this environment ana had a temple hall built.
( It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the story about Jichihan's visit to Toshodai-ji is, on the whole, credible. It seems， however, that the problem is located somewhere else. The main point of the story in the biographies is that Jichihan was ordained in the same kaintsu tradition that was brought to Japan by ^anjm . In Jichihan's time, this tradition only existed in name. It is precisely for that reason that the anonymous monk and the Preceptor Kaiko were put on stage, because by aomg so an uninterrupted and authentic transmission of this tradition could be sueeested. This obvious fabrica tion will be discussed in the fourth section of this essay.
Next comes the intermezzo of Jichihan's request to the court in 1116 to make repairs, wmch was followed by the ordination of thirtyeieht monks at Todai-ji the next year. Because there are no records that could either confirm or refute the first event, this matter has to be left untouched. More can be said, however, of the reputed ordina tion of the thirty-eight monks. O f this group, only Gyoson 行尊 (1057-1135) and Kakugyo 覚 行 （ 1075-1104) are mentioned by name, but it will be clear that Kakugyo, because of the year that he passed away, could not have been among them.
Another argument against this part of the story has been that, while these monks were said to have received the traditional, full ordi nation, it was not until 1122 that Jichihan wrote about the gusokukai in his Todaiji shiki (Ishida 1963a， p. 492). The source on which Ishida， s argument is based was written in the eighteenth century, long after Jichihan's demise. There is, however, a much earlier source that has been overlooked and that refers to this event as well. According to the Toshodaiji engi nukigaki ryakushu, which was compiled in 1395, the thirtyeieht monks were not ordained m the gusokukai but in the bodhisattva precepts, about which, as we have seen, Jichihan wrote a work in 1113 (p. 106b). The dearth of sources makes it difficult either to confirm or to dismiss the veracity of the events in 丄 丄 It) and 1117. Because it has been demonstrated that Jichihan's study of the precepts in Toshodai-ji in itself is plausible, it only seems natural that after his initiation, Jichi han for his part started to teach and ordain others in the precepts as well, ihis is confirmed by the G enkd shakusho (p. 135b).
The events of 1122 and thereafter, when Jichihan was asked by one of the assistant monks of Kofuku-ji to restore the study and obser vance of the precepts, which led to his compilation of the Todaiji shiki, have considerably more verifiable clues. During the Heian period， the community witnin the compounds of the large monasteries developed into groups of a different social standing, each with its own specialty.
One of these groups was that of the assistant monks (d o s h u) , who served the scholar monks and were responsible for the maintenance of the temple halls. Traditionally, their specialty was the study of the precepts, and the position of Preceptor was granted to someone of this group ( N a n t o sozoku shokufukuki 南都僧俗職服記，p. In 1170， a conflict erupted between Kakunin 覚 仁 (fl. 1127-1201)， head of Todai-ji, and the doshu of Kofuku-ji. Documents about tms conflict reveal that daihdshi Gonzai 大法,帀斤 欠 西， assistant monk of the Western Main Hall of Kofuku-ji, denied the accusation that he had shut down fields of which the revenues were meant for the Daibutsuden of Todai-ji. According to these documents, Gonzai had entered the Nakanokawa temple [in 1138] at the age of forty-two, where he had lead a diligent and secluded life for thirty-two years. He is also praised by his fellow assistant monks for observing and studying the precepts (Kofukuji saikondo m a n s h u t o kaian 興福寺西金堂満衆等解案；Sd Gonzai salmon a n 僧斤欠西祭文杀)• fhis confirms Gonzai's relation with Jichihan's temple and his involvement in the study of the kaintsu. More proof of this relation can be found in the records that list Jichihan's disciples. One of them was a certain Kakua 覚P 可， who had three disci ples by himself, one of them being Gonzai (Kechimyaku rmjuki, pp.
120,152).
I One of the sobriquets of Gonzai， s teacher Kakua was Taifu Shonin Ichiinbo 大夫上人一印房. In various records, bonzai is referred to with epithets such as Unkeibo 雲 慶 房 ，Kukeibo 空 慶 房，and Chusen or Tadanori 忠、 暹 ， but the name Kaizo is not amone them. Therefore, there can be no doubt that Gonzai and Kaizo are names belonging to different persons. Although there are not more details available about the identity of Kaizo, it has become evident that he was involved m the study of the precepts as well.
The high priest Zoshun 蔵 俊 (1104-1180) of Kofuku-ji allegedly continued the tradition of the Ritsu school after Jichihan. Because there is not one single text by Zoshun, either preserved or listed in some catalogue, that could confirm his active involvement in the study of the precepts, this assertion seems rather doubtful.9 O f course, his name is mentioned by various chroniclers in their obligatory enu merations of those who carried on the tradition of the Ritsu school, but that does not prove anything. The only additional source that sup ports the reputed teacher-disciple relation between Jichihan and Zoshun is the previously quoted Kofukuji ryaku nendaiki. After the remark that Jichihan officiated as Teacher of the Precepts at the cere mony of Fujiwara no Tadazane， s ordination, the former is described as someone from the Hosso school and as the teacher of Zoshun from Nakanokawa.
The tradition of the Ritsu school is said to have been restored through Jichihan's efforts, but although at the end of the twelfth cen tury the revaluation of Buddhist ethics gradually began to spread and eventually would mature into a popular movement, there was still one problem that had to be solved.
The Dispute Between Saicho a n d the N a r a Schools
During his stay in China, Saicho was ordained in the Mahayana bodhi sattva precepts (daijo bosatsukai 大乗菩薩戒) by his teacher Tao-sui 道遼 (n.d.). In the spring of Konin 9 (818)， several years after his return to Japan, Saicho addressed several of his disciples and told them that from now on they would not observe the Hinayana precepts (shdjd shibunritsu ,J、 乗四分律) ， but that they would start, through self-ordination {jisei jukai 自誓受取） ，to observe the Mahayana precepts ( m z a n daishi den 審又山大師伝，p. 472). In a missive to the court some two months later, Saicho wrote that those who wanted to follow the path of a bodhisattva (ddshin 道七、 ）should be considered a country's treasure.
Saicho ascertained， however, that in Japan only an ordination ceremony in the Hinayana tradition existed. Because the Tendai school was founded for Mahayana monks, he proposed that from now on the monks at Hieizan would be trained as such. This would include their ordination in the bodhisattva precepts (Ga k u s h o shiki 学生式， p. 40). In fact, this amounted to a request for independence from the state-run ordination system (n e n b u n dosha 年分度者） . Obviously, the court did not srant permission, because some three months later saicho sent another missive that explained the proposed training of monks at Hieizan in even more d e ta il(G a k u s h o shiki, p. 4 1 ).In the third month of the following year, Saicho sent a petition to the court in which hê A thorough study of the life and works of Zoshun has been published by O ya Tokujo, but none of the sources that are presented by Oya have confirmed the link between Zoshun and the study of the precepts (1928b).
asked permission for the construction of an ordination platform at Hieizan (Tendaihokeshu n e n b undosha eshokodai shiki 天台法華宗年分度者 同小向大 式，pp. 42-43). To emphasize his argumentation, Saicho explained the differences between the Mahayana and the Hinayana kaintsu tradition and compared these to the actual situation in ms school and those in Nara. The latter combined the Mahayana and Hinayana teachings, enshrined Bmzuru in the refectory, observed the 250 Hinayana precepts, and required three Masters of the Precepts and seven witnesses for their ordination ceremony; a proper ordina tion was not possible if even one of them would be absent. His own school, on the contrary, based its teaching exclusively on Mahayana tenets, enshrined Monju in the refectory, observed the 58 bodhisattva precepts, and executed their ordination ceremony with a Master of the Precepts; in the case that a Master of the Precepts was not avail able, self-ordination was also possible. Because of these differences, another ordination platform was compulsory.
The reaction of the Nara schools, through the channels of the Bud dhist supervisors (sogo 僧綱） ，w as predictably negative. Every monk had to be oraamed in the Hinayana precepts. After that, one could also undergo the ordination in the bodhisattva precepts. Ordination in the bodhisattva precepts in itself was not sufficient and therefore not in conformity with the Buddhist rules. Ih e Nara schools claimed that their own kaintsu thoueht, which united the Hinayana and Maha yana traditions, was essentially based on Mahayana doctrines. Besides, the privilege of proposing changes in secular or religious regulations belonged to the sovereign or to the Buddnist authorities, not to the common people or to ordinary monks (that is, Saicho; O ya 1987， pp. 408-10). The details of this dispute, which continued for a while, are only known through the transmitted writings of Saicho and his disci ples. None of the documents that were issued by their opponents (the Nara schools) have been preserved. In any case, the court finally aDproved the construction of a new ordination platform shortly after Saicho^ demise.10 This controversy flared up again at the beginning of the Kamakura period， when the call for the restoration of old values was made. Both Jokei and the Ritsu priest Kakujo 覚 盛 (1193-1249) wrote polemical works in which they tried to convince their readers that the kaintsu tradition of the Nara schools was superior to that of the Tendai school. It was not until the second half of the thirteenth century, however, that the kairitsu tradition of the Nara schools was adjusted and really 10 The conflict between Saicho and the Nara schools has been described in great detail by O ya (1987) and by G roner (1984, pp. 107-65). B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 57 started to flourish. In works such as the S a n goku buppo denzu engi and the Risshu gyokansho, Gyonen reviews the history of the Japanese Ritsu school that started with Ganjin and, after a period of decay, gradually became prosperous again. The credit for starting this revival went to Jichihan.
Jichihan， s Kairitsu Thought
Jichihan's oldest work on the precepts, the Jubosatsukaihd (Rules for the initiation in the bodhisattva precepts), is a manual in which this initiation ceremony is described in sixteen steps (Kodera 1978，pp. 80-93). In the first half of the text, Jichihan dwells upon those scrip tures and commentaries on which he has based his work, while in the second half he explains how these sixteen steps of the ceremony are to be executed. Here, most of his attention is directed to an explana tion of the ten principal commandments {jujukinkai 十重禁戒）as they were described in the B o n m o k y o 梵 網 経 . In ms preface, Jichihan announces that, although many texts that comment on tms ceremony do exist, he will rely primarily on the exposition by Hsiian-tsang 玄吳 Apparently, the Jubosatsukaihd was one of the results of this extensive study. Two years after he finished tms work, Jichihan initiated thirtyeight monks in the bodhisattva-precepts at the Todai-ji platform, dur ing which time he most likely followed the instructions of his own manual.
It is striking that, contrary to those who continued the kaintsu revival after him, Jichihan does not write one single word on the for mer differences in opinion about the contents and intrinsic values of the bodhisattva precepts between the Nara and Tendai schools, let alone mention that he refuted the latter5 s point of view. In a period that was said to be characterized by the decay of the kairitsu tradition, Jichihan's early interest in the Buddhist precepts is remarkable, but the significance of this Jubosatsukaihd is rather limited because it hardly contains any personal remarks or ideas. Only a small personal touch in the list of intended bonds (hotsugan 発原頁）at the end of the text, proves to be the proveroial exception. This list is a verbatim reproduc tion of the one in Pisuan-tsane's manual, but whereas Hsiian-tsane prays that his merits of keeping the precepts will lead all sentient beings to Maitreya's paradise, Jichihan prays that his merits will make it possible for all sentient beines to attain rebirth in Am ida's Pure Land (Kodera 1978, p. 93). It would be only natural to trunk that this "someone" should refer to saicho or another master of the Tendai school, but because the kaintsu thought of the Tendai school is not the subject of discussion in this postscript， this "someone" probably refers to one of the Kofuku-ji scholar monks who ventured his opinion， as Kofuku-ji was where the actual initiators of the compilation of this manual were (Ishida 1963b, p. 76). Whoever this "someone" may be, insofar as Jichihan's own kai ritsu thought can be eathered from the Todaiji shiki, there is no doubt that it was very traditional. In this respect, the Todaiji shiki is not a work of special interest. It is rather intriguing, however, that it was Kofuku-ji of all places where the call for the revaluation of the moral precepts originated, for this was the temple that formed the very nucleus of violent conduct by soldier monks in the old capital.
Another point or interest is how practical the Toaaiji shiki was, since its usefulness has been regarded as extremely doubtful (Ishida 19b3a, up. 491-92). According to the kairitsu tradition of the Nara schools, the ordination ceremony had to be executed in the presence of three Masters of the Precepts and seven witnesses. Jichihan's manual does not deviate from this stipulation. It is almost certain that at the time that Jichihan wrote his manual, this was not possible anymore. Masters of the Precepts only existed in name. Otherwise, it would not have been necessary for either of Jichihan's first biographers to come up with a deus ex machina in the form of the mysterious and anonymous monk who initiated Jichihan in the orthodox kairitsu tradition. In the second section of this essay, it has been argued that the account of Jichihan's visit to Toshodai-ji and his subsequent ordination in the precepts at this place is credible indeed. The claim that he was ordained in the gusokukai in a correct way, however, must be relegated to the realm of fantasy. In fact, considerable doubt was already ven tured in one of his biographies, where his desire to receive the full ordination is praised, but the correctness of the ceremony itself is rejected {Shodai senzai denki, p. 208c).
After completing the Todaiji shiki, Jichihan kept exerting himself to restore the study and observance of the precepts. In the first year of Daiji (1126) and this shows once more that he dedicated the better part of ms career to the restoration of the monastic rules of conduct. The doubts that have been raised about the account of Jichihan's initiation in the precepts and of his subsequent efforts to initiate oth ers, the fundamental problem of the unfeasibility of his Todaiji shiki, as well as the virtual lack of any personal interpretation of the kaintsu 12 Kushida mentions that a manuscript with the title Bisshu betsug-edatsukai has been pre served m Snmfuku-ji具 福 寺 in Nagoya. Although the author of this manuscript is not men tioned, Kushida argues that, because it was copied m 1184 m one o f the halls o f the Nakanokawa temple and bore some similarities with the postscript to the Todaiji shiki, this text was probably written by Jichihan (1975, p. 133) . A much stronger indication in favor of this point of view, however, can be found in the Ensho shonin gyojo, in which Gyonen states that one of Jichihan's works was titled Betsu gedatsu. B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 61 doctrines, have created the view that Jichihan's contribution to the restoration of the Nara kairitsu tradition was actually of a rather ques tionable, formal, and superficial nature. The refutation of some of these doubts, and the image portrayed above of a lifelong commit ment to the study and observance of the precepts, however, clearly contradict this view.
After Jichihan had passed away, the problem of how to execute the full ordination in a correct way still remained bothersome. At the end 01 his life, Jokei wrote the "Petition to stimulate the observance of the p r e c e p ts ， ， ' in which he mused:
[Once]， the ordination in the precepts in Nara, which, by impe rial decree, was strictly performed to the rules by three Masters of the Precepts and seven witnesses [who were selected] from the seven great monasteries, was considered the condition for acquiring the spiritual power of precept-observance. Granted, 
Pure L a n d Thought in the Shingon School
The underlying' principle of the doctrines in the Shingon school implies that the practitioner strives for the realization of direct enlightenment in this world and in the present body (sokushin jobutsu 良 P身成仏） . In the Pure Land teaching, on the other hand, this world is considered as impure ( ▲ 穢土） ，a n d the ulterior aim is rebirth in the paradise of a saving buddha (gongu jddo 斤欠求浄土） ，w h ic h is situated outside this worlcu fhe most popular of these saving buddhas was Amida, whose paradise was thought to be in the Western direction (saihd jodo 西方浄土） . It seems that there is hardly any room to unite these two ideologies. Nevertheless, among the esoteric scriptures there are several texts that not only describe methods to realize direct enlightenment in this world， but also dwell upon the possibility of Amida Buddha, who is also referred to by his esoteric names Tokujishoshojohossho Nyorai得自性清浄法性如来and Kanjizaio Nyorai観自在王 如来， resides in his state of enlightenment as Muryoju Nyorai in a bud dha paradise, while he manifests himself as the bodhisattva Kanjizai in the defiled worlds. Ih e second half of this fourth chapter especially elaborates on the merits of Amida's one-syllable mantra. According to the text, the esoteric syllable h n h represents A m ida's dom ain of enlightenment, and when this syllable is correctly visualized and con templated, not only can all difficulties in the present life be con quered, but supreme rebirth in a Pure Land can be realized as well. In other words, this one-syllable mantra contains merits that can be of profit both in this life and the hereafter (Rishushaku, p. 612bc).
The M u r y d j u giki describes the meditation process and accompany ing mantras and mudras of the esoteric Amida ritual, through which the practitioner will be able to attain rebirth in the paradise of Ulti mate Bliss (p. 67c). This transition to a paradise of Ultimate Bliss, however, is by no means limited to the period after death. Through the union with the three secret manifestations of the deity (= Amida), is it also possible to transform this world into a paradise of Ultimate Bliss (pp. 69b, 70b). Both texts were introduced in Japan during the early Heian period, but when the raith in Amida Buddha beean to spread among all layers of society, the Pure Land doctrines that had been developed m the Tendai school already dominated religious life. In the works that were written by the founder of the Japanese Shingon school, Kukai, the concept of rebirth in a Pure Land is hardly discussed. O n several occa sions, he quoted from the two above-mentioned works， but nowhere does he actively elaborate on Pure Land thought as such. When he introduced the Shineon teaching, Kukai especially attached impor tance to doctrines and concepts that explained the possibility of real izing Buddhahood in this life and this world. At the same time， he emphasized the differences between the Shingon teaching and those of the already existing schools.13 It is perhaps for tms reason that, ini tially, Pure Land thought was rather neglected in the Shineon school. 13 The most obvious example is Kukai5 s Benkenmitsu nikydron 弁 顕 密 ニ 教 論 （ Treatise on the differences between the teacmngs of the exoteric and esoteric schools; T. 77 no. 2427). B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 63 After Kukai, this situation did not change for quite some time. To some extent this is not very surprising. The esoteric tenets and rituals that dominated religious life glorified prosperity in this life and in this world, and this corresponded perfectly with the actual situation and general mood. During the second half of the tenth century, however, Pure Land Buddhism and nenbutsu practices rapidly gained in signifi cance, due to various circumstances such as an increasing religious pessimism， social and political instability, and the activities of wander Ih e ir ideas came to be known as himitsu nenbutsu 秘、 密 念 仏 (esoteric nenbutsu). The priest who is commonly considered as the one who inserted Pure Land doctrines in the frame of the Shingon teaching is Kakuban.
Such being the case, Gyonen^ enumeration of the Japanese patri
archs of Pure Land Buddhism in his Jodo h o m o n g e n r y u s h o 、 伊土法門
源 流 早 (composition on the origins of the Pure land teaching) seems rather puzzling. Among the six names that are listed，one Shingon priest is included, only it is not Kakuban that is mentioned but one of his contemporaries: Jichihan. Unfortunately, Gyonen does not refer to a specific work of Jichihan, which leaves us to wonder why he attached such value to Jichihan's Pure Land thought. (the year in which Kakusho completed his copy). He concluded that the only priest we know of who meets all these conditions is Jichihan. Furthermore, this assumption is strengthened by both the fact that Shokaku was one of Jichihan's disciples and that there is a similarity between the structure of the Nenbutsu shiki and, judging from its title, Nevertheless, one problem still lingers, gyonen described Jichihan as one of the six pioneers of Japanese Pure Land Buddhism. This sug gests that he somehow must have distinguished himself from his con temporaries; but even when the Nenbutsu shiki and the fragments that were quoted by Ryochu, Ryoei, and Shogei are accepted as being writ ten by Jichihan, this eulogy seems hardly justified. Although the N e n butsu shiki displays a broad learning, it does not contain any innovative ideas. What strikes one most, however, is that in none of the commen taries on the Pure Land teaching that were written after Jichihan's lifetime, can even one single reference to or quotation from either the Nenbutsu shiki or the Ojoron g o n e n m o n gydshiki be found. Although 
Jichihan， s First Period of Pure L a n d Thought

(Shingonshu anjin z跳^ル?真言宗安心全書， p. 785)
Ih e Bydchu shugyoki is meant ror the Shingon practitioner and con tains eight instructions:1 ) the practitioner is advised not to lay down his life when, during a serious illness, the end seems near, but to try to prolong it through medical treatment and by praying to the Buddha; 2) especially when he still has his vitality, he should perform singlem indedly religious practices that are aimed at the realization of enlightenment; 3) the practitioner should meditate on Fudo myoo 不動明王 for protection and have proper thoughts that are free from lust, hatred, and ignorance during the last moments of his life; 4) he must clear away his self-inflicted illusions; 5) he must protect himself aeainst wrongdoings that have not materialized yet; 6) he is advised to Moreover, as will be discussed below, the arguments of these scholars can be questioned on several points. Perhaps of even more importance, however, is the question why the Bydchu shugyom seems to have enjoyed a considerable influence.
It is not very likely that this influence depended on the choice of some phrases that Jichihan borrowed from other texts. It was rather Jichihan's way of inserting and adjusting Pure Land thoueht, through which he tried to actualize and simplify esoteric practice，that con tributed to its "being widely circulated and used in the world."
Before proceeding with an analysis of this actualization and sim plification, it is necessary to outline Jichihan's view of the Pure Land, of the relation between Amida and sentient beings, and of the ne n butsu. In his sixth instruction, Jichihan describes Amida as the deity of the Lotus section who is situated in the Western direction that is called Ultimate Bliss. Most scholars consider this to be a description that corresponded with the traditional exoteric view of a western para dise that is situated outside this world (Sato 1965，p. 38; Kushida 1975， p. 177). But as has been pointed out, this sixth instruction could also refer to the visualization of the Lotus section of the Kongokai m a n -金岡IJ界曼荼維， w h ic h is positioned in the western direction and has Amida as its central deity (Otani 1966， p. 50). Nowhere does Jichihan describe the afterlife or the Pure Land. Tms is not strange, because from a mikkyd point of view, Amida and his realm are not different from our own mind. The process of rebirth takes place in our own mind and body. Therefore, Jichihan advises the practitioner to con centrate on the four aspects of Amida's Absolute Body (shishu hosshin 四種法身） ， w h ic h are to be contemplated as one entity and equal to the realm of phenomena. Because one's own m ind corresponds to tms realm (gashin soku ichidaihokkai 我心良ロー大法界) ，our own m ind and Amida's intrinsic nature and realm are equally absolute and without distinction.
The practices in the B y d c h u shugyoki are primarily, although not exclusively, meant as a method of nenbutsu at the time of o n e ， s death (rinju gydgi 臨終行僂） . The exposition of the rinju gydgi originated with the Chinese Pure Land patriarch Shan-tao, while in Japan it was Lrenshin who was the first to elaborate on Shan-tao， s exposition in his Ojdydshu. In some way or another, Jichihan, Kakuban, Jokei, and oth ers were all more or less influenced by Genshin's rinju gydgi, but one striking feature of the Bydchu shugyoki is that, contrary to the usual ten dency to urge the practitioner to obey by all means the recommended instructions, Jichihan explicitly states that he leaves it to the practi tioner^ own volition to make use of his instructions or not (p. 785). Another fundamental difference with the Ojdydshu and similar texts is that in the present work the recommended practices do not follow the usual pattern, in which the practitioner relies on the saving grace of Amida 他力） ； rather, he is encouraged to rely on his own efforts (jiriki 自力).
An example of how Jichihan adjusted Pure Land thought to actual ize esoteric practice can be found in his seventh instruction, in which he explains the contemplation of Am ida's four types of mandalas. First, the practitioner has to contemplate Amida's fourfold body as one entity. Next, he visualizes the seed syllable h u m between Amida's eyebrows, wmch will transform into a white c u r l (m i k e n b y a kugo 眉間白_ ) that emits countless radiant liehts ( komyo 光明） . Jichihan explains that this white curl is endowed with Amida's four mandalas, wmch are inseparable in their quality (Juson ィヽネ目離） ：th e white curl itself corresponds to the dai m a n d a r a 大曼荼羅，it s manifestation of meritoriousness corresponds to the s a n m a y a 三昧耳^ mandara; the insight it brines about when becoming a regular mode of action corresponds to the ho 法 mandara, while the protection and guidance (sesshu 攝取） by the radiant light that leads human beings to salvation correspond to the katsuma 錫磨 mandara. Finally, the practitioner is advised to pray that he will be guided and protected by this radiant light and that it will brine' mm the realization during his last moments that one's own mind is identical to the Absolute Body of the deity of veneration. Jiclnhan especially pays attention to the meaning-of this sesshu, but because he based ms elucidation on Shan-tao5 s explanation of the three types of relationships between Amida and sentient beings (san， en ニ縁） ，s c h o la r s have not refrained from emphasizing this non-esoteric influence. Nevertheless, as Otani has demonstrated (19bo, p. 52), the real significant point is that Jichihan simply deleted those parts from Shan-tao5 s commentary that were not consistent with the Shingon doc trines. Because Jichihan's instructions are directed at the practitioner's union with the three secret manifestations of the deity, he intentionally neglected the passages where Shan-tao explained that the intrinsic nature of the Buddha and sentient beines are diametrically opposed to each other (shdbutsu fuitsu 电仏不一） . By doing so, Jichihan adjusted non-esoteric Pure Land thoueht in a way that suited his explanation of the non-duality between Buddha and sentient beings (shdbutsu funi 生仏不二） • An example of how Jichihan tried both to actualize and to simplify esoteric practice can be found in his eighth instruction, in which he describes three methods of practice that aim at the mystic union with the three secret manifestations of the deity {sanmitsu kaji). The threesecrets practice that Jichihan chooses is the A-syllable visualization.
I h e A-syllable, as the first syllable of the Sanskrit word a d y a nutpada (originally unborn; Jpn. honpushd 本A ヽ电、 ， symbolizes the true nature of the myriad phenomena of the universe, transcending birth and death, ephemerality and permanence, and all other dualities in one single symbolic form. The esoteric teaching uses tms seed syllable in the three-secrets practice as a means to experience suprapersonal real ity. In his first method, Jichihan follows the traditional threefold explanation of the A-syllable that all phenomena are void and without an intrinsic nature (kit 空） ，t h a t at the same time they are permanent and unchanging (w 有） ，fr o m which it follows that all elements, which derive from the A-syllable, are uncreated [ j u s h d^f^) .
In his second method, however, Jichihan gives a new interpretation. He explains that the hand posture, which expresses the secret of the deity's bodily actions (shinmitsu 身街、 ハ comprises all conduct and he connects this concept with the reverential posture of the practitioner.
I h e mantra, which expresses the secret of the deity's speech (kumitsu ロ密) ，comprises all utterings and this is connected with the invoca tion of the three syllables that constitute Amida's name. Contempla tion of these three syllables as a whole (kugi 句疆) and separately {jtgi 午義) ， correspond to the secret of the deity's mental actions (shinmitsu 心密） • At this point, Jichihan distributes the threefold explanation of the A-syllable over the three syllables of Amida's name: "A " symbolizes that all things are uncreated 不生，"m i" that the self is not subject to changes 有，a n d "da" that the true state of things is enlightenment 空. In tms way, Jichihan actualized esoteric practice by beine the first who conflated the visualization of the A-syllable and the visualization of Amida.
Jichihan's first two methods were meant for daily use and for spe cial occasions respectively. His third and last method, on the other hand, is very short and to the point, and especially intended to be used at the moment of one's death. Here, Jichihan shows an inclina tion to simplify his method by emphasizing the invocation of Amida/s name over contemplation. He distinguishes ms own methods from the rinju gydgi practices in the Ojdydshu, which he does not refute but B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 69 simply categorizes as being based on the common explanation from a Mahayana point of view. He does not encourage the exclusive invocational nenbutsu that was to be advocated by Honen either, but rather adds here a method of esoteric nenbutsu that could suit even those with a small capacity and predisposition for religious practice. explained the differences in Pure Land thoueht between the exoteric (in particular Tendai) and esoteric (Shingon) schools by using a three-or four-layer structure representing the various levels of understandine and interpretation; it does not come as a surprise that he ranked Shineon to the most profound level(s) of understanding. In his explanation of the contemplation of Am ida's name, body, and realm，Dohan emphasized the non-dualistic relationship between Amida and the sentient beings, and he supported his statement with a full quote of Jichihan's eighth instruction (pp. 79-80). D6han5 s inter pretation of the esoteric meaning of the three syllables of Am ida's name is detailed and versatile, but again the core of his exposition corresponds with Jichihan's distribution of the threefold meaning of the A-syllable over the three syllables of Amida's name.
As will become even more evident in the next section, various ^hm-eon monks were influenced by Jichihan's Pure Land thought. Although this influence did not cross the borders ot shingon thought in the way that Kakuban5 s Pure Land thought did, it was finally acknowledged by priests from outside the Shineon school as well. The oldest text in wmch someone from outside the Shingon school acknowledged eso teric nenbutsu as a distinctive form of practice is the Keiran shuydshu Sato considered the A m i d a shidai and the A m i d a n a k a n o k a w a to be written in this period (1965，pp. 36，40，47). It remains to be seen, however, whether this division into three periods is entirely correct. I h e propriety of the third period m particular is questionable. Ih e two texts that are said to represent this period are not only undated, but judging from their contents they also could have been written shortly after Jichihan's initiation in 丄 116. The contents of these two works will be discussed in the next section. Sato Tetsuei considered this manual a product of the final stasre in Jichihan's Pure Land thought. Ihe re are, however, some objections possible against tms line of thinking. First of all, it must be established that in none of the few fragments of this manual that have been pre served is rebirth in a Pure Land a topic of discussion. Because the manuscript itself no longer seems to be extant，it is impossible to determine the year in which this text was written. In one of the pre served fragments, however, Jichihan refers to the initiation he received from Genkaku ( T .19，p. 308c). This particular lineage of transmis sions that started with Genkaku and contained the explanation of the esoteric meaning of Amida's fundamental mudra and mantra is still acknowledged in the Shingon school.A collection or this school's tes timonials or seals of transmission (injin 印怡，th e documents a teacher gives to his disciple certifying that the latter has been duly ordained) also contains the injin of the Nakanokawa branch. Tms makes it possible to follow the lineage of the priests that were initiated in this tradition. The text of the Amida nakanokawa is divided into three sections. The first contains a threefold exposition on Amida's state of being, name and esoteric sobriquets, and discusses Amida's above-mentioned man ifestations. Jichihan illustrates his explanation with quotations that are exclusively taken from esoteric texts and commentaries such as the Hizdki 秘蔵記 and the Dainichikydsho 大 日経 疏 . The second section explains the five stages of the contemplation. Jichihan gives a short description of the insights that will arise in the mind of the practition er when he engages in the contemplation of Kanjizai-o Nyorai. In this short passage, he elaborates on the concept that, through the contem plation of the deity's merits, the m ind of enlightenment (bodaishin 菩提心）will arise in the practitioner, which will bring about the fruit of realization.
The third and main part of the text is dedicated to a commentary on the passage in the M u r y d j u nyorai kangyd kuyd giki, in which the con templation on the bodhisattva Kanjizai is expounded (p. 71a). Jichi han explains that this passage incites the practitioner to enter the contemplation, teaches him the contemplation proper, and instructs him in the corresponding mudras and mantras. The doctrinal founda tion of his explanation is based on the fourth chapter of the Rishushaku (p. 621a), which he quotes frequently. During the contemplation， the practitioner visualizes in his mind a moon disk on which the esoteric syllable h n h is placed, fhis syllable, which represents Amida's domain of enlightenment, emits radiant light and transforms into an eightpetalled lotus, in the middle of wmch Kanjizai bodhisattva is seated on a lotus throne. In his left hand Kanjizai bodhisattva holds a lotus. This lotus symbolizes the bodhisattva's compassion with which he contem plates the pure nature of all sentient beings. The posture of his right hand radiates the energy that unfolds the buddha nature of one's own mind. O n the eight petals of the lotus are eight buddhas sitting in medi tation with their faces directed at Kanjizai. The practitioner visualizes this eight-petalled lotus as being equal to the vast space that includes one's own body, finally, he forms the mudra of Kanjizai.
As was the case with the A m i d a shidai, copies of this A m i d a n a k a n o k a w a circulated during the Kamakura period among various Shingon scholar monks. In the middle chapter of his H i m i t s u nenbutsushu, Dohan discusses the Lotus contemplation (renge z a n m a i 連華三昧)， which unfolds the innate pure mind of sentient beings. Ih is unfold ing is compared to the unfolding of an eight-petalled lotus on which Amida and eight bodhisattvas are seated. These nine venerables are endowed with numerous merits of infinite value. Here, Dohan refers to the corresponding passages in the M u r y d j u giki and the Rishushaku, B u ijn s te rs ： J ic h ih a n 75 after which he finally concludes with a lengthy quotation from "the esoteric explanation of JichihanM (SAZ 2，pp. 241-42), which corre sponds with the third section of the A m i d a n a k a n o k a w a . Besides claimed that when the mukujoko mantra is uttered, the beneficiary will attain rebirth in the Pure Land of Ultimate Bliss (T .19， p. 917). For that reason，this ritual had become associated with the faith in A m id a ， s western paradise. In this case, however, the ritual was not meant as a prayer for an auspicious rebirth, but for the convalescence of the retired emperor; it was for this reason that Jichihan omitted Amida's name in the announcement of the ritual. Nevertheless, at the end of the list of utensils that he needed to perform this ritual, Jichi han stated that they were tailored to Amida as an object of veneration. For the same reason, Jichihan concealed the image of Amida and put up the Kongdkai-mRnd^\3. that depicted various deities (Kakuzensho, Hoen 7/6/19).
This record suggests that, although a practitioner of esoteric rituals and a prolific writer of commentaries on kairitsu and mikkyd doctrines, Jic h ih a n 's personal faith in Am ida during his final years possibly inclined to a desire for rebirth in this deity's western paradise. Ii this interpretation is valid, it would confirm the reliability of the only record in which J ic h ih a n ， s demise is mentioned. Three years after the performance of the M u k u j o k o daranihd, Fujiwara no Yorinaga wrote in his diary:
What I heard afterwards: today, the saint Jichihan passed away at Komyosan.... Someone said: "He will be reborn in Amida's Pure Land of Ultimate Bliss." That is because this saint set his mind on rest and peace in Amida's paradise for many years.
(Taiki, Ten， y6 1/9/10)
Conclusion
During the transition from the Heian to the Kamakura period， socio political anxiety, discontent with the moral decline in the monastic order, and religious pessimism led to two important developments. First, there was a renewed interest in traditional Buddhist ethics. Sec ond, there was an increasing desire for a peaceful existence in this world and an auspicious rebirth in the afterworld that was expressed in a rapidly growing faith in the grace of saving buddhas and the bliss fulness of their enticing paradises. The central problem of the first development was how to restore the traditional method of initiating biku that was introduced in Japan by Ganjin. Because legitimate Mas ters of the Precepts, without whom such an initiation would not be in accordance with the teaching, only existed in name, another solution had to be found.
Central to the second development were the methods, initially dominated by the Tendai school, that could induce rebirth in Amida's paradise. The influence of Tendai's Pure Land doctrines in general and that of Genshin's Pure Land classic, the Ojdydshu, in particular, stimulated the development of a Pure Land philosophy in other schools as well. In the case of the Shingon school, however, the central problem was how to insert the tenets that rejected this world as impure and advocated salvation in the paradise of a saving buddha outside this world into the frame of esoteric doctrines that were focused on the realization of enlightenment in this world and the present body. If we are to believe the Kamakura scholar monk Gyo nen, Jichihan played a pivotal role in both developments.
The solution for restoring the possibility of becoming a true biku was finally found in 1236， when Eison and others discovered that the practice of certain austerities could bring about visions of a buddha or bodhisattva, which were deemed to be necessary for becoming a biku through self-ordination. Although this development had nothing to do with Jichihan's own activities, it can be argued that this discovery was the final result of a process in which the renewed interest in the observance of the precepts as such had started to prosper more and more. Insofar as it can be gathered from his works, Jichihan's kairitsu thought was very conservative, but because he dedicated the better part oi his life to the study and practice of the Buddhist rules of con duct, he distinguished himself and stimulated many others to do the same. In this respect, Jichihan can be duly considered as the restorer of the kairitsu tradition.
Jichihan was one of the first who tried to adapt Pure Land thought to Shingon doctrines. Contrary to his contemporary Kakuban, Jichi han did not stress the demarcation between esoteric and exoteric Pure Land thought, nor did he reject the latter's value. Instead, he distinguished himself by innovating and actualizing standard esoteric practices, in particular the three-secrets practice that he used as a method of contemplating Amida and invoking this deity's name.
The value that Gyonen attached to Jichihan's activities and writings was obviously not diminished by doubts about whether his initiation in the precepts was properly executed or not, or whether his Pure Land thought belonged to the Tendai or shingon tradition. It was ideas, nor founded a new school, he has been classified as a member of the "group" in Kuroda5 s classification system that still needs the most research: the reformist group. It has become evident that Jichi han must be regarded as one or the first important thinkers of this group, not so much because of the influence of his kairitsu thought, but rather because of the influence of his ideas about esoteric nenbutsu. 
